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Abstract
Automatic text analysis widened the perspective of work on document contents by opening up the
studies on the linguistic productions. In this case, we are using annotation as a case study. In our
approach, annotation is defined as textual, graphic or sound information, attached to document source
(text, photo, audio sequence or video sequence : multimedia). The source of our corpus is from INA
databases (ie. Institut National de l’Audiovisuel, Paris).
Our research task consisted of identifying what are the appropriate characteristics of a multimedia
document, its context and information retrieval in the context of natural language processing (NLP),
automatic indexing and knowledge representation.
We discuss the crucial role of annotation process in the Knowledge Extraction tools and Management as
well as in the design of Information Retrieval Systems. Our focus is more specifically on the new
approach in information system design dedicated to “economic intelligence”.
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1. Introduction
Automatic text analysis widened the perspective of work on document contents by opening up the studies on the
linguistic productions. Computational linguistics should reconsider the concept of interpretation under this new
perspective and propose a new approach which includes all textual productions. On existing information and
that to added document, the development of automatic methods of analysis will be a major asset for the content
development.
In this order of ideas, two prospects can be followed which orientate research in two complementary directions.
The first order is application direction (engineering), which is in the area of the development of automatic tools,
for knowledge filtering in a document. The second order is intellectual direction, which is aim at classifying and
extracting knowledge in a document (multimedia or not), with semantic information developed on textual
productions like a summary, indexing or annotation contents.
With these two perspectives, the two directions are confronted with same problem: the description of
discriminating features which will make the recognition of knowledge units possible. By the latter, knowledge
of the contribution of computational linguistics will be of textual nature to identify, then to formalize and to give
an access to semantic interpretation in the document contents.
The section of automatic extraction of the knowledge [1] is interesting to actors of the knowledge engineering,
document management or those in the economic intelligence (EI). In the field of information retrieval, an EI
actor must be able to identify indicators in the document and its contents. He must be able to filter textual objects
(or multimedia objects) regarding information needs. Also, he must be able to use (software) tools to annotate his
research results compared to requests executed in the information system. All built objects: indicator, index and
annotation, are considered as added values (information) to analyzed primary information. Thus, the analysis
tools, indexing and annotation will be useful to supply relevant information in order to elaborate the adequacy of
decisional strategies in a company.
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In our approach, we give a critical look to the word "annotation". It implies two connotations. It is at the same
time an object which implies the contents of annotation and a process which implies the activity of the annotator
in the enhancement of informational contents by the insertion of new informational or interpretative elements
(annotation objects).
Firstly in this study, the annotation is directed towards the interpretative action of a document. In this case, the
annotator is the producer of the object and his activity is integrated in interpretative process on the document:
more than a simple "intellectual" indexing or a synthetic reading of the document. Secondly, the annotation is an
object (which can be written, audio, graphic or multimedia document) attached to the document source.
Our contribution is characterized by a differentiating annotation representation as an added value to the
document content (source, bibliographic notice, request or informational resource for a decision-making) to the
obtained information by a information retrieval system (RIS), which could interact with models dedicated to the
EI [3], [11], in respect to relevant information requested in a decision making process. Under the presentation of
these two problems (annotation and information retrieval), we will present in the following the importance of the
annotation which includes semantic purposes for the information retrieval process (cf. 2) and its impact for the
document indexing process (cf. 2.3).

2. Annotation process
Problematic:
Annotation tools is becoming increasingly importance in the collection and information analysis steps. Mainly,
in an information retrieval system, the validation of selected information (or relevant), in meeting the expressed
needs, requires urgency in such tools. Thus, EI actors in a decision making process can be brought to perform
collaborative interpretations in conformity with their decisional problem.
In this context, we found several definitions given to annotation. Most significant, for us, give the following
representations:
− “ annotation is graphic or textual information attached to a document and generally placed in
this document ”. [4];
− “ short comment or explanation on a document (or its content), in the same way a very short
description usually added as a note after the bibliographical reference of the document ”. [6];
− “ any object (annotation) that is associated with another object (document) by some relationship ”.
[18];
According to these definitions, annotation can be characterized by various dimensions relating to the object
“annotation”. These dimensions must give access to the object properties, such as: the structure, functions and
role in the communication between the EI actors. Thus, in a communication context, an annotation is seen in the
light of essentially three elements:
− annotator (EI actor) who carries out the annotation,
− source (document, bibliographic notice, annotation) concerned by the annotation,
− annotation object (text, graph, symbol, index, multimedia, …) introduced on the document.
In this study, we will not be concerned with the problematic of the user modeling in the annotation process, but
essencially we will be concerned with the annotation contents (structure), its functions representative as value
added on a document and of its implications to facilitate the relevant information retrieval in a decisional context
(role to be played).
By implication, a document is a trace of the human activity, it is a consideration we will retained in the
intellectual human effort to represent facts, knowledges and know-how [2]. From this point of view, the traces
of the human activity can be materials in various forms like archaeological collections, parchments, manuscripts,
written/audiovisual/cinematographic documents, etc. Nowadays, the digital supports and multimedia are
important in management of knowledge to future generations. In this context, the question “how knowledge can
be managed in the annotation?” will be the subject of the following consideration.

2.1. Annotation environment
In the documentation domain, an annotation contains heterogeneous informations and it is conceived in the
objective to be read and assimilate by anyone. From this point of view, the reading can be perceived differently
from one person to the other. Thus the annotation associated to a document can take various interpretations and
forms: textual, oral, graphic, filmic, etc.
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Figure 2.1.: Position of annotation in information production.
Independently of the document form, an annotation takes usually a complementary form compared to the
document itself. This complement comes from the inherent concepts of the annotator that he wanted to
introduce as added values. These elements (added values) will facilitate the reading of the annotation objects,
will help to structure the concepts [34] for a relevant provision to information contents and will make human or
automatic interpretation accessible (or shared).
Thus, each document can be associated to annotation objects, like terminological punctuations, words, images,
sentences, hypertext links, typographical shapes, audio or video sequences, etc. These annotation objects can
have features with homogeneous or heterogeneous objects of the source document.
In a historical context, the idea of Vannevar Bush in his communication “As We May Think” in 1945, is of an
interest in collaborative work and it remains a current event. Annotation is built on the idea of a collaboratif
work: the documents are arranged in agreement with a public views (information, knowledge and know-how),
with the use of a common vocabulary, to express on close terms (or subjects) with shared concepts [9].
Closely related to “collaborative” work, the annotation could be to the author of the document, to the reader, to
the interested public in the document and the annotations with an aim of sharing relevant information and to be
use for the decision making. Thus, we consider that annotations linked to the document in the information
retrieval process will remove ambiguities on the concepts (specify the attributes or values used in the content:
explicit information), will inform us about information quality and will facilitate the analysis process: term
indexing. Also in the annotation activity, there is content enrichment by implicit information (compared to the
source concepts) and there is an accumulation of specific interpretations of the annotators (in consideration to
specific field or expertise of the annotator).
Consequently, it is essential in the annotation concept to introduce semantic objects for the information indexing,
filtering and the information retrieval. We refer some essential elements in the annotation objectives:
− to build an external representation to the document content,
− to introduce evaluation elements on the document [24]:
account, contribution, report,
demonstration, refutation, etc.,
− to allow for a focus on the content or on its form differently to the author presentation,
− to provide a traceability of document use [25],
− to accumulate explicit and implicit comments (information) on the contents,
− to support the reasoning and the evaluation on the contents,
− to share information,
− to filter information,
− to facilitate the comprehension as a second reading of a document,
− to insert semantic marking in annotation: symbolic, sign, index or alphabetical indicators, etc.
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In followings, we will present some concepts in annotation processes for the information retrieval and to clarify
some objectives.

2.2. Towards an annotation approach
Some annotation tools of interest include Annotea [32], Nestor [22], YAWAS [31], Commentor [13], CritLink
[21], and others [12], [14], etc. These tools are designed in the objective to promote collaborative works on the
Internet by marking or anchoring annotations (color insertion, underlinings sentences/words..., hypertext links,
etc.) on the source document.
In this study, we observe the annotation uses in the context of information retrieval process. Mainly, our
objective is directed towards the annotation activity to determine relevant information sources.
Indeed, the annotation approach integrated in our orientation intends to describe functionalities that are proposed
in the implementation of the “ AMIE ” model (ie. Annotation Model for Information Exchange) [23]. In this
model, the major issue is carrying out the conjunction of the annotation parameters (attributes and values)
compared to the information retrieval parameters (terms, index, keywords, words, descriptors, etc.). The
annotation process will join in its results the process of indexing and information retrieval using the system
SIMBAD (ie. “Multimedia Indexing System Based on the Document content Analysis”) [16]. In the context of
communication and information analysis, AMIE will clarify some parameters and functions, like the context of
annotation, the annotator, the annotated document and some semantic functions (Fig.2.2).
AMIE Model
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Identity
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Reference
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…

Recall
…

3. Document
Reference
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Reference
Operation type
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Content
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Figure 2.2. : AMIE and its object classes: Context, Annotator, Document and Annotation.
About the conceptual aspects of the annotation process, the methodology consists in matching parameters
between the annotation process (AMIE) and the indexing process (SIMBAD). Impliedly, we can observe that
annotation can integrate the indexing process:
1.

In the case of an automatic indexing, there is no subjective interpretation because the indexing terms
result from the explicit concepts in the content (document, abstract in bibliographic notice, annotation,
request).

2.

Whereas in intellectual indexing, often this activity (considered as a process) reaches a stability an
interpretation form of the human indexer, in an implicit way, to define some grid analysis or indexing
rules (constraints) in a consensus way with his community. Consequently, the out come of the
indexing will denote information descriptions on the contents [26] and not the interpretations by the
annotator.

Thus, annotation can be established as an interpretative process that increases by the contribution of indexing
contents and the inquiry field of the annotators. These interpretative factors represent the reading context of the
annotator (interest related to the document, subject, profile, etc.), the annotation context (dynamic content by
new added information) and the indexing content (abstracts, concepts, themes, descriptors, terms, etc.)
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For the two contexts of reading and annotation by the annotator, two proposals are made on semantic values:
−

Annotation with implicit semantics: it is an annotation without reference to the annotation use.
Annotator does not specify the objectives to be carried out with his annotation or the user classes
(EI actors) for the annotation. In this logic, the annotations are additional information on the
contents like punctuations, indicators, signs, added informations, symbols, etc. In this case, the
attributes and values contained in the annotation are implicitly given.

−

annotation with explicit semantics: it is an annotation with reference to the annotation use.
Annotator can plan to define annotation objects (keywords, concepts, terms, indicators, themes,
texts, etc.) and the possibility of determining user classes of the carried out annotations. Thus, it is
explicit to determine attributes and values in the contents of annotation. It is an association
between the content and the container, the annotation concerned by the document element and the
concept related to the annotation object. In this case, the attributes and values contained in the
annotation are explicitly given.

As noted in the annotation process, the automatic and/or intellectual analysis of annotations will be essential to
clarify the existing semantic relations, their composition and their structure, in order to translate the
informational elements into concepts and to represent the knowledges [28], [29]. The main problem consists of
clarifying the attributes and values in the two annotative logics (implicit and explicit) to extend the
functionalities of the information retrieval system: to query as well on the documents or/and on their annotations.
On this subject that we will determine the annotation concepts.

2.3. Annotation in the context of information retrieval
The aim of this part is to integrate annotation structure to the information retrieval process with the semantic
annotation functions and associated objects to the contents.
In this approach, we observed that problems relating to annotation in the information retieval are organized
around three criteria:
−

formalization: annotations are treated before the formalization of their structure either completely
or partly. The structure will make it possible to identify the attributes and/or values in the
formulation of requests and to solve the information retrieval problem: -- connect terms to a
request using some attributes or values of the annotation, -- develop the relevance results in relation
with the document terms and those of annotation;

−

explanation: annotation does not suffice for itself. It is often made for one (EI actor) or more
person. Therefore, it requires adaptations to the user profile with nonambiguous interpretations,
like using common conventions, pivot language, mnemonic list, list of values, list of attributes,
indicators, symbols, correspondence tables, etc.;

−

translation: annotation in relation to its structure must integrate some properties on its role in the
communication between the annotator (example: EI actor) and the prospector (example: decision
maker). This last, in the context of economic intelligence, is a human agent (EI actor or decision
maker), supplied with software agents/tools (software platform, data-processing tools, KM tools,
etc.).

We assign to these criteria a class of annotation objects in order to re-use the annotation tools (implementation).
Some implemented rules can be proposed or "standardized" [27] during the development tools. These will
facilitate the annotator task and will preserve the annotation semantic.
Another annotation class, in this work, relates to the functions (access methods) to be allotted to the annotation
process (cf. fig. 2.3). These functions are gathered in the annotation manager:
− annotation context: new annotation, follow-up an old annotation, creation a new annotation object
(request, search for information, interpretation, ...);
− document annotated: specification relating to the annotate document, document classification
(primary: document, secondary: bibliographic notice, tertiary: annotation);
− annotator: description of the annotator profile (explicitly: new annotator, implicitly: profile
existing in the database);
− annotation: it is the principal function in this class which comprises the standard operations
(reference, objective, operation/processing, semantic/meaning, …);
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Figure 2.3. : Annotation in information retrieval context: semantic functions.
The annotation process, in relation with SIMBAD tools is to analyse, to index, to explore knowledge units
(concepts, terms), will extract “Attributes” and “Values” in the annotation contents.
In the noun phrase (NP) model implemented in SIMBAD, the minimal unit of speech which makes it possible to
indicate an object (idea, opinion, reference to the universe and its objects, …) is an NP structure [7],[8]. The
reason why we implement NLP Tools (using CATN formalism [19], [20]) according to the syntax grammar of
the speech (using INA corpus) to extract NP as indexing terms. Other tools are associated in this context: K(NP)
Indexing, K(NP) Manager, K(NP) Retrieval (ie. K(NP) = Knowledge based on NP model).
By extension to the annotation process, a functional architecture which integrates the models EQuA2te (ie.
Explore, Query, Analyse, Annotate) [33], SIMBAD [15] and AMIE will contribute in the near future to
visualize the research subjects of the user and to the conceptual representation of information (Figure 2.3.).
The assignment of values to the attributes and their distinctions in the annotation will come within the annotator
profile (competence) and his interpretative capacity (knowledge domain). In the context of EI, the automatic
tools and the annotator competence will jointly achieve the tasks according to the request of the decision maker,
the information needs and the adequate translation of the decisional problem into an information retrieval
problem [30]. All will be based on the two logical annotation proposals: implicit annotation (intension logic),
explicit annotation (extension logic).

3. Conclusion
In this work, the annotation process associated to the information retrieval process consists in matching NP
structures in the user request (NP-request) with those in the document databases (document sources, notices or
annotations) respectively with NP-doc, NP-notice or NP-annot. The relevant documents in response to the user
request are those identified by NP-doc, less by those identified in NP-notice and more less by those identified in
NP-annot. Other NP strategies were more developed in SIMBAD. Also, the user can change the order
(strategies) on matching from databases.
In the NP model, the knowledge mapping establishes the relations based on NP concepts with the contents
(document, notice, annotation). As application to IR problem, the matching between requests and document
sources is to operate on the NP relations and their nouns (N: head noun in NP). The NP had their natural
organization. In a way, they had a fitting report: NP1 (NP2 (NP3 (…) )), which makes possible to classify NP
in distinct class levels. Also, the NP had an arborescence report: NPa (NPb (…), NPc (…)), which makes it
possible to distinguish NP classes with the same level. With N, it is used to reach an NP Class or to navigate
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between classes.
The topic on the “information retrieval system” is to provide a framework of problem analysis on the documents
and the knowledge management: - information used as added-value in the decision making (annotation process),
- parsing tools for textual contents in document, notice or annotation (NLP models and tools for indexing and
knowledge representation).
However, the presented approaches and their interconnection offer a new vision in the EI process. It is a
question of mapping by the contribution of each model in the information analysis on various resources:
document sources, bibliographic notices and annotations. Also, to contribute to cross-checking of information
sources and their annotations in order to clarify the knowledge problems: the knowledge detection and the
contributions by a human activity (author, annotator, EI actor, decision maker, etc.). It acts to emerge
information indicators and relations with attributes/values in their locations: which escapes from the information
retrieval system is covered in the annotation process [5], [9], [10] like to explicit or to assign concepts by the
annotator (Figure 3.). The added value information is highlighted in this new architecture of IRS.
Thus, several fundamental aspects are taken into account like the annotation, the indexing and the extraction of
relevant information. The validation of results and their reliability are weighted with the end-user needs: the
decision maker. The annotator has a capital role in this orientation and strategy.
Some questions in EI still require study efforts [17] and continuity in our proposals to bring more practical
solutions which repercussions are considerable.
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